dnp conference room displays

Get the perfect image

All conference rooms are different. But most of them
have one thing in common: the need for a high contrast display.

Today, most architects specify high levels of natural
ambient light when they design meeting and conference rooms. This means that the presentation display will be exposed to high levels of ambient light.

The screen is the face of the entire presentation system, though it only represents a small part of the total
AV budget. It is where the message is delivered.

A good screen can dramatically enhance the image
quality of the projector. A cheap screen can ruin your
image and become a very expensive “cost-saver”.
Screen test: This split-screen image clearly shows the

This is why most professional conference room installations use optical rear projection screens from dnp.

difference between an optical rear projection screen
(right half ) and a front projection screen (left half ) in
a high light environment. The image is half rear projec-

dnp offers the world’s most complete range of high-

ted and half front projected by using one projector
only. The image is split by using a mirror system.

contrast screens for conference rooms, which take
you to the cutting edge of visual presentation:

= 5-15 times higher contrast level than the
best front projection screens
= sharp, crisp images in high ambient light
= no shadows from the presenter
= no noise from AV equipment
Each screen type allows you to choose between several optical features. This brochure will help you identify
the ideal mix of screen parameters – and to specify
the correct screen type and model for your large screen
presentation solution.

The visual edge
dnp offers the world’s most extensive range of screens for different conference room environments. Working with
dnp, you have access to four different screen types, which are available in more than 49 versions. This allows you
to optimize your displays to each individual presentation environment.
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With a dnp screen there is no need to darken the room
as the screen is virtually unaffected by ambient light.
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Optical rear projection

Rear projection means that the projector is placed

images. And helps you deal with critical issues such as

behind the screen, shooting straight forward towards

ambient light, reflections and difficult viewing angles.

the audience.

In addition to the screen, the typical rear projection
solution consists of a screen frame, a projector, various

The presenter can stand in front of the image without

mounts and maybe one or two mirrors. The mirrors

being blinded by the projector or casting unprofes-

are used to reduce the distance from the projector to

sional shadows onto the presentation. And with the

the screen by “folding” the light path from the projec-

technical equipment hidden behind the screen, the

tor. These components are combined in the form of a

conference room remains quiet, clean and tidy.

“rig” system, which should be equipped with features
for high-precision alignment of the system.

The optical screen enhances the rear projected image
for optimum viewing and delivers sharp and crisp

dnp has developed such a rig system – dnp Image

high-contrast images – even in presentation environ-

Builder – which is designed to meet almost all of

ments with high levels of ambient light.

your installation requirements. dnp Image Builder
is a complete range of professional rear projection

While conventional diffusion screens are passive, optical

modules, which allow you to build your system quickly

screens from dnp are dynamic. The built-in lens system

and easily on site – and save valuable time and money

allows you to focus, enhance and control the projected

aligning mirrors and projectors.

dnp optical rear projection screens display
bright, sharp highcontrast images –

dnp optical-quality
mirrors reduce installation space by “folding”
the projected light.

even in conference
rooms with high
levels of ambient
light.

dnp screens are compatible with all singlelens projectors, including LCD, DLP, Light
Valve and D-ILA.

dnp Image Builder
modules make
installation easy and
allow ultra precise
alignment of projector and mirrors.

The basic presentation
display comprises a
screen, a projector
plus one or more
image sources such
as DVD, TV, computer
or video.
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PC

DVD
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Your guide to the perfect image

When you specify a screen for a conference room, the

Million dollar view

Projection room

first step is to define your system requirements: how
big should the screen be; where are the viewers seated; how much space is available; what contrast level
is needed?

This 4-step guide will help you through the process of
defining your system requirements – and selecting the
ideal presentation display from dnp’s full range of
Rearpro screen

conference screens.

This conference room requires a screen with high contrast and ability to absorb ambient light from windows
and artificial lighting. Furthermore, the screen has to be
available with a short focal length due to limited space
in the projection room.
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Room furniture

01. Size, resolution and format
The screen size depends on the viewing position of

Gain

Gain

5,0

the audience. The ideal viewing position is 4 x the
4,5

height of the total image – it should be not less than
4,0

2 x the image height or greater than 8 x the image
height. 4-6 times the image height is recommended.

3,5

NWA/GWA

3,0

To secure good readability, the viewing distance

2,5

Alpha

should not be more than 200 times the height of the
2,0

character size.
Sigma

1,5

1,0

Contrast

Viewing angles

When specifying a screen, it is important to find the ideal
balance between gain, contrast and viewing angles as these
parameters are influencing each other.

In this conference room, the maximum viewing distance
is 9 metres. As the recommended viewing distance is
6 times the image height or less, this dictates a minimum image height of 1.5 metres = a 100" screen.

dnp has designed a wide range of optical screens
which are optimized for different system requirements
– and a variety of tools that will help you find the perfect screen for your presentation environment.

All dnp screens have a built-in resolution much higher
than any projector or image source on the market
today can provide. This ensures that every individual
pixel projected by the projector can be clearly perceived on a dnp screen.

03. Room layout
and installation space
Which screen type will give your client the best image?
This depends on the room layout and installation space:

When selecting a screen format, it is very important

- if the audience is seated in a cinema formation, you

to match the native format of the projector. By forcing

need a screen with wide horizontal viewing angles.

the projector to run in a different format, you will lose

- if there is a high level of light in the room, you need

image uniformity, which is a key parameter in conference room displays.

a high-contrast screen.
- if the installation space is very narrow, you need a
screen with an ultra-short focal length.

02. Contrast, brightness
and viewing angles
When specifying a screen for a conference room, it is
important to find the ideal balance between contrast,
brightness (gain) and viewing angles as these parameters influence each other.
As the nearest viewer is seated 3 metres away, the horizontal viewing angle required is +/- 30°.

How bright should the image be for the viewer? What
should the image contrast ratio be? What is the level

It is also very important to choose a screen with a

of ambient light in the room? Where is the audience

focal length that matches the projection distance of

seated relative to the screen?

your projector.

> continues

on page 8
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> continued

from page 7

dnp’s extensive range of conference room displays

is your guarantee that all screens, e.g. for a video

allows you to find a screen that matches the exact

wall, have the exact same colour temperature.

requirements of your conference room installation.
dnp optical screen technology helps you avoid hotspots and dark corners – a problem that is especially

04. Brightness and colour uniformity

critical in multi-screen installations.

The screen’s ability to produce uniform images is
essential in a conference room – especially if the
display is made up from several screens. Even small
differences from corner to centre and between neighbouring screens can irritate the eye. And if the difference is too big, the viewers will lose focus on the
contents of the presentation.

1 x 2 screen installation with standard rear projection screens

dnp rear projection screens use optical lens technology to secure high brightness uniformity and to avoid
the dreaded “hot-spot” in the screen centre.

Furthermore, all dnp screens are produced according
to the strictest quality control within the industry. This

How to select
the perfect screen

1 x 2 screen installation with dnp optical rear projection screens

Double
or single
element

Max screen size
in 4:3 diagonal
measure [Inch]

New Wide Angle Screen – HC

Single

130"

Alpha Screen

Single

120"

dnp manufactures a complete range of screens for

Sigma Screen

Single

120"

conference and board room applications in sizes from

Giant Wide Angle Screen

Single

200"

Performance
in wide conference rooms

Performance
in large conference rooms

New Wide Angle Screen – HC

5

4

Use the screen matrix to find out which screen type

Alpha Screen

3

3

matches the requirements of your specific presen-

Sigma Screen

4

3

Giant Wide Angle Screen

5

5

dnp screen type

40" to 200" diagonal (3 x 4 metres). You can choose
between screens, which are optimized for:

= high contrast or high brightness uniformity
= long, medium or short built-in depth

dnp screen type

= wide horizontal or vertical viewing angles

tation environment. When you have identified the
screen type, you can find more detailed information
in the product specification sheets on www.dnp.dk.
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Max screen
resolution
[Lines/m]

Peak
Gain

Horizontal half
Gain Angle
[Degrees]

Vertical half
Gain Angle
[Degrees]

Overall contrast
impression
factor 1)

On-axis
black level 2)
[NIT]

Screen surface
reflectance
[%]

Shortest
screen focal
[mm]

Screen
brightness
uniformity 3) [%]

4000

3.5

32

8

39:1

10.8

1.7

1600

35

∞

2.3

19

19

44:1

5.6

0.9

1150

48

4000

1.5

20

12

23:1

5.7

0.9

1150

41

2000

3.0

32

8

35:1

12.1

1.7

3500

35

1)

2)

Calculated as:

screen peak gain x (horizontal half gain angle + 0.5 x vertical half gain angle) . 100 is the best value and 0 is the worst.
screen front surface reflectance coeffecient

Black level is indicated as reflected light (NIT) in the screen front surface at 400 LUX-on-screen-surface-ambient-light. The lower the value the higher the black level.
3)
Measured on-axis with 0.9 lens, dark viewing room and 600 Lux projector light at the centre of the screen measured on the screen backside.

Screen
position
high on wall

Ability to
show graphics
& spread sheets

Ability to show
PowerPoint
and video

Picture quality
with standard
projector

Picture quality
with high brightness projector

Performance in
rooms with high
ambient light levels

Image
contrast

Ability
to show
black colour

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

3

4

5

3

3

5

4

4

4

3

4

5

2

5

4

3

4

3

3

5

4

3

3

4

3

1 = Standard optical rear projection screen quality
5 = Best possible optical rear projection screen quality
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Installation support

dnp offers a variety of services which help you plan
and install state-of-the-art conference room display
solutions.

Together with our distributors and partners we have
experience and know-how from conference room projects all over the world, which is at your disposal to
create the best possible solution for your client.

= internet based design and project
planning tools
= technical drawing support
= installation support
= complete installation kits including

As a dnp partner, you get access to some of the most
advanced services and support tools in the screen
industry – including the dnp Rearpro Designer TM, which
helps you design conference room installations.

frames and rigs
If you want to know more about dnp optical rear projection screens – how they work, how you install them

next generation of large conference room displays.

and how your clients can benefit from large screen

Seeing is believing!

presentation, just give us a call.
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We would be glad to give you a personal demo of the

RAFFINADERIET

www.dnp.dk
dnp denmark as
Skruegangen 2
DK - 2690 Karlslunde
Denmark
Tel: +45 46 16 51 00
Fax: +45 46 16 52 00

Dai Nippon Printing Co. Ltd.
1-5-17 Higashi-sakashita
Itabashi-ku, Tokyo
174 0042 Japan
Tel: +81-3-5970-4661
Fax: +81-3-5970-4663

DNP Electronics America, LLC.
2391 Fenton Street
Chula Vista, CA 91914
USA
Tel:+1 619 397 6700
Fax:+1 619 397 6739
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dnp denmark is the worldwide large screen centre of Dai Nippon Printing Co. Ltd – one of the world´s
largest printing and media companies. The DNP Group has a total annual turnover of 13 billion US$.

The contents of this brochure are courtesy of dnp denmark as. Text and photos may not be copied or reproduced without approval from dnp denmark.

